0. Notation. p=an odd prime. G=cyclic group of order p with generator g. R=a commutative ring with identity 1, in which the principal ideal (p-1) is a nonzero maximal ideal.
In the sequel we shall refer to such a module Mt as a Trmodule. From (1.2) it follows that a basis of a(RkG) will be known once the indecomposable £rmodules are classified to within isomorphism for /= 1, p-1, and p. Again from [1] and [3] we have (1.3) RkG is an indecomposable £fcG-module, and each £p-module is a free £*G-module. Further, 
II. Multiplication in a{RkG)
. From (1.2) it follows that as a Z-module, a(RkG) = a{Tx) ®a{Tp.x) ®a{Tp), where a(£,) has as Z-basis the indecomposable £(-modules. Clearly a(Tx) is a subring of a{RkG). For any MeWl with £k-basis {mt}, the set {g1 <g> g'mt} is an £k-basis for RkG ® M. Hence RkG <g> Af=2® £kG(l ® nj¡), and thus is £fcG-free. It follows that a(Tp) is an ideal and, by (1.3), a(Tp)=Zap, where ap = [£kG]. Let «p-i = M]; then by (1.7) a(£p_1) = a(£1)ap_1. Further, it is well known that (2.0) a2.x = l+{p-2)ap.
It now follows that multiplication in a{RkG) will be determined by that in a(Tx). In order to investigate multiplication in a{Tx), we replace a{Tx) by the representation ring a(Rx [x] ). This is generated by the symbols [V], one for each isomorphism class of ^M-modules with finite £j-basis, subject to the relations For convenience, denote Rx[x]l(f(x))r by Rx(f, r). Thus to determihe multiplication in a(Rx[x]), we need only find the decomposition of W= Ri(f,r) ^RXRi(g,s). Moreover, we may assume that Rx(f,r) and Rt(g, s) are indecomposable, and thus that/(x) and g(x) are irreducible over Rx. Letting £2 be an algebraic closure of Rx, we have Since (g is commutative, we may assume m^n. Moreover, since {Nm)m=0, the binomial expansion of (A/m + Nm)n shows that (A/m + Nm)n is a multiple of A. Hence all the invariant factors are multiples of A. Thus there are m = min (m, n) summands ón the right side of (2.3.1).
We refer the reader to papers by Green [3] , Ralley [5] , and Srinivasan [7] for methods of determining these invariant factors. Now let V be an £i[x]-module with finite £j-basis, and suppose that Proof. (1) follows immediately from the hypothesis, and (2) then follows from the theorem.
III. Nilpotent elements in a(RkG). We now turn our attention to the possible existence of nilpotent elements in a(RkG). Recall that an element r of a ring is nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that rn=0. Proof. If a(RkG) has nonzero nilpotents, then there exists a z e a(RkG) such that z^O, but z2 = 0. Let z=zx+zp.x + zp, zp£a(¿t). Moreover, zp_x = z'x-ap_x for some z\ e a(Ti), and zp = «ap for some integer «. Using (2.0), we have Let ffcl, and now assume that whenever the rank of H{v0) is less than / and f0#0, then v0 is not nilpotent. The ring a(RkG) has no nonzero nilpotent elements.
